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ABSTRACT

The normal incidence reflectance is discussed and obtained for a system contained of ambient,
transparent 'coating film, and absorbing substrate. We formulated and calculated the phase angle of
the complex amplitude reflection coefficient. The conditions for minimum and maximum intensity
reflectance are discussed and formulated at normal incidence of a monochromatic wave. We

calculated the two limiting reflectances for twenty one metals coated by a transparent film of
refractive index equals 1.5. Families of iso-optical thickness-eontours are discovered in the complex
N 3-plane, for minimum or maximum normal incidence reflectance .. ; ,
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I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of dielectric and metallic thin plane
paraJlel films, ~ituated· between two homogeneous
media is of practical interest and considerable
importance in optics. Such films may be produced
with the help _of high-vacuum evaporation
techniques and their thickness may be controJled
with very high accuracy. They have many useful
applications such as coatings which reduce the
reflectivity of a given surface. Thin film coatings
have a variety of applications within the optics
industry. They are used as filters, reflectors, and
planer wave-guides.

Determination of op~cal constant such as complex
refracti~e index·· of absorbing materials is based on
reflectance measured at normal incidence as a

function of incident photon wavelength.
In obliqutj incidenc.e, each of the reflected and

transmitte(wave has two components, parallel and
perpendicular 'to the plane of incidence. The
distinction'between them is disappeared In the case
of normal incidence. ~tationary property of normal
incidence reflection from isotropic surfaces has been
treated by Azzam [1].

The refractive·. index· of a transparent layer of a
quarter-wave optical thickness coating a transparent
substratecan be' chosen to produce half-wave··
retardation in reflection and no change of
polarization in refraction at any angle of incidence

[2]. In [2] it was shown that the layer required to :.
produce half-wave retardation near normal incidence
reduces the substrate reflectance to its square.

In this paper, we discuss the intensity (power)
reflectance and the phase angle of the complex
amplitude reflection coefficient for a transparent film
coating an absorbing substrate at normal incidence.
It was done for solid sodium and massive silver as

metallic substrates coated with transparent films of
different refractive indices and different optical
thicknesses. The conditions of minimum and

maximum intensity reflectance are deduced
carefully. We have calculated these two limiting
reflectances for many metals· coated with a
transparent film of refractive index equals 1.5 . The
corresponding limiting optical thicknesses of the film
at wavelength of 5893 0A are calculated. Contours of
constant optical thickness in the complex refractive
index plane are discovered and discussed for
maximum or minimum normal incidence reflectance.

II.THEORY

a- Normal incidence reflectance

Figure (1) shows a transparent homogeneous ;"
dielectric film of thickness h and refractive index n2
to be situated between a transparent homogeneous
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(6)

medium of refractive index n1 and an absorbing
substrate of a complex refractive index N3'
N3-n3+ik3 where n3 is the refractive index and k3 is
the extinction coefficient of the absorbing medium.

In the absence of the film,the normal incidence
reflectance has the well-known formula [3} :

R(O)= (nl-n3)Z+k3Z
(n1+n3)Z+k3Z

At minimum or maximum normal incidence

reflectance R({Jm)'dR({J) I{J =0, where {Jm - fJmin'
d{J m

corresponds to the optical thickness Hminof the film
required for minimum reflectance Rmin(R(O).Also,
(Jrn-Prnax'corresponds to the optical thickness Hmax

of the film required for maximum reflectance
Rmax)R(O).

Derivations showed that differentiation of Eq.(7)
w.r.t. 13 equals to zero under the condition,

b- Conditions of mmlmum and maximum nonnal
incidence reflectance

Eq. (4) can be rearranged to the following form:

12

h

film-absorbing

transptreIlt
film

abnot"1>.illq suustratn

ilmb i.C!lll

Figure 1. Ambient-transparent
substrate system.

Consider a plane monochromatic wave of
wavelength A incident on the interface lZ with an
angle of incidence 81 so that it emerges with an
angle 83 through the absorbing substrate.
The complex amplitude reflection coefficient of the
substrate is given by [3} : .

(mll +m1ZP3)P1-(mi1 +mZZP3) I I .~r=· = r etu, (1)
(mll +m1ZP3)P1+(mZ1 +mZz P3)

where

In the case of normal incidence, 0j=O, so that:

sin(2fJrn) 2nZk3
tan(2{J )=-~-=---~.

m cos(2fJm) nl-I N31Z

From which

(8)

(9)

(.l 0)
ni-IN3IZ

(ni-I N 31Z)2 +4nik;

2nzk3
sin(Z{Jm)=±--------,

1~(n-i---I-N-3-IZ-)Z-+-4-nz-Zk-;-

cos(2{Jm)=±

and(Z)

mll""mZZ- cos 13, m1Z=-i sin fJ/PZ'

mZl--iPZ sin 13, (J=(Z1rfA)PZh cos 0Z'

Prnj cos 0j' 0-I,Z,3).

and

and
(3)

where H is the optical thickness of the film (H••nZh).
Substituting these expressions into Eq. (1), one can
get the following normal incidence reflectance R as
a function of 13:

R(P)= Ir12=(AcosP +nlIssin13)2+(Bsin13 -~Iscos13 )2, (4)
(Ccos(3 +n1Issinp)2+(Dsinp -~IsCOSp)2

where

A-nZ(nl-n-3)' B=nZZ-n1n3'
C-nZ(n1+n3)' D=nl+nln3' (5)

Eq. (9) or (10) helps in calculating Pm which is
independent of the ambient refractive index nl .
To evaluate Rmin and Rmax' we have to test the

condition d2R({J) I(J ~ 0, using Eq.(7). We deduced
d{JZ m

that, the condition d2R(~) I" ~ 0 is achieved when
dp2 •

sin(2{Jm)~ O. Thus, we have three distinguished
cases using Eq.(8):
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III- nz-I N31; In this case, and according to Eqs. (9)
and (10),

II· nz( IN 31; i.e. sin(Zp m) and cos(2P m) have
different signs. In this case:
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Figure 2. Periodic reflectance function R({3)against (3.

(12)

ii) R=Rmin, when sin(ZPrn» 0 .and cos(ZPm)( o.
Hence,

Pminc(1r-Z{3rn)/Z, 1r)2{3min)1r/2 (14)

I· nZ) IN 31; i.e. sin(2Pm) and cos(2{3m) have the
same sign. In this case.;
i) R-Rm;I.X' when sin(2~m)( 0 and cos(2,Bm)( O.
Hence,

Pmax-(ZPm +1r)/Z, 31r/Z )Z{3max)1r (11)

ii) R-Rmin, when sin(Z{3m» 0 and cos(Z{3m» o.
Hence, ,

i) R-Rmax' when sin(ZPm)( 0 and cos(ZPm» o.
Hence,

Pmax·(7r-pm)/2, 27r)ZPmax)37r/2 (13)

pm-m1r/4; m=1,3,S,7, ....
Pmax=Pm where m=3+4n, and

'Pmin=Pm where m=1+4n, n=0,1,2, ....(1S)

It is clear, in all the previous cases, that the
difference between Prnin and Pmax is 1r/2. Due to the
periodicity of the normal incidence reflectance
function R(m, we found that there is a value, O({3o(
11", at which the normal incidence reflectance R({3o)
has the same value R(o) at the absence of the film
as shown in Figure (2), so that:

c- Phase angle of the complex amplitude reflection
coefficient

The complex amplitude reflection coefficient,
using Eq.(1), can be given by:

where,

(16)

Hence,

and

Hence,

This result shows that a film of optical thickness
that satisfies the condition {3={3o+m7l",has no
influence on the intensity of the reflected radiation.
In the special case, nz= I N31, the value of {3oequals
ffi7r/2, m ••l,3,S, ...

tan 0r-tan(a--y)

_ n~tan;-D:1(n:-n:>tan~+~~ . (19)
2n, [n~<n;-k,;-~~tani +~k,<n; -n~tanj}+n;<n;-Jci-n~

According to the numerator of Eq.(19), ,one can.
find that the're are two values of P at which tan 0r-O, ,

i.e. the amplitude reflection coefficient is real.
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Equation (8) can be rearranged under the following
form:

d- Contours of constant optical thickness in the
complex N3 plane for minimum or maximum normal
incidence reflectance:
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Figure 3. Normal incidence reflectance against f3 for
solid sodium. nl=1, n3=0.044, k3•.•2.42.

(22)

(20)

(21)

L - n2 cosec (2{3m)'

J - ± n2 cot (2{:3m),

where

and

Equation (20) indicates that the iso-optical
thickness contour- for maximum or minimum normal

incidence reflectance ({3m=constant)-is a (semi)
circle in the n3k3 plane with center on the k3 axis at
(O,-}) and radius L.

111- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 4. Normal incidence reflectance against (:3for
massive silver. nl-1, n3-0.2, k3-3.44.

The normal incidence reflectance is calculated for

solid sodium and massive silver as absorbing
substrates coated with different transparent films.
It's clear, from figures (3) and (4), that through the
periodic range 0({:3(7r, there are minimum and
maximum values for the normal incidence

reflectance. It's obvious that when n2 increases, both
of f3min and f3max decreases (the difference between
them is still constant and equals 7r).In this case the
minimum reflectance Rmin has a lower value, while
the maximum reflectance Rmax has a larger value. In
other words, films of more refractive index n2 and
less thickness h contribute to less minimum
reflectance and more maximum reflectance.

The special case, in which the reflectance has
either a minimum or a maximum value through the
periodic interval 0 ( {:3( 7r, can be achieved when
k3-O. That is for a transparent substrate. The
reflectance in this case can be maximized or

minimized according to the value of the refractive

in~ex n2 of the coating transparent film.
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Table 1. Optical constants (n3,k3) of some metals at >'-5893 0A, and the optical thicknesses of their
coating film (Hmin,Hmax) corresponding to the minimum and maximum normal incidence reflectances
(Rmin,Rmax)· (n2=1.5).

Metal n3k3HminRminHmaxRmaxR(O)
(OA)

(OA)

solid sodium

0.0442.42953.00.9522426.0.9790.975
massive silver

0.23.441089.0.8802561.0.9450.940. . 0.374.421169.0.8592641.0.9350.931massIve magnesIUm
molten potassium

0.0841.81824.00.8722298.0.9410.925
massive cadmium

1.135.011212.0.6992685.0.8530.847
massive aluminium

1.445.231228.0.6622701.0.8380.827

electrolytic gold

1.472.831024.0.5922498.0.8350.815

liquid mercury

1.604.801214.0.6662687.0.7930.785

masslye ZlOC

1.934.661219.0.5272692.0.7450.745

massIve copper

0.622.57995.00.5412469.0.7620.731

crystal gallium

3.695.431295.0.4712769.0.7180.713

massive antimony

3.044.941266.0.4562740.0.7080.701
massive cobalt

2.120.041201.0.4252675.0.6870.675

electrolytic nickel

1.583.421140.0.4072614.0.6740.656

massIve manganese

2.413.881211.0.3752684.0.6510.639
massive lead

2.013.481171.0.3562645.0.6370.620

electrolytic platinum

2.633.541214.0.3132687.0.6040.591
massive rhenium

3.003.441235.0.2842709.0.5800.569

massive tungsten

3.463.251263.0.2552737.0.5550.546
massive bismuth

1.782.801115.0.2712588.0.5690.543

evaporated iron

1.511.63973.00.0932445.0.3810.326

Table 0) gives the optical thicknesses (Hmin,Hmax)
in °A of a film (n2-1.5) required for minimum and
maximum reflect;uices (Rmi~~Rmax) respectively, for
twenty one metals used as absorbing substrates.
Calculations showed that a' great percentage
reduction in reflectance can be' obtained when any
absorbing substrate,' having the same optical
constants (n3' k3) as the evaporated iron, is coated by
973 0A of a film of refractive index equals 1.5 . In
this case when the surface 12 is illuminated

normally by a monochromatic wave (>.=5893 0A), we
have:

R(O)-R .
mm-715%

--R~(O-)-·- . o.

Figures (5) and (6) show the behaviour of the
phase angle of the co'mplex amplitude reflection
coefficient for the solid sodium and massive silver

against the optical thickness of different coating

films. From the intersections between each curve

and the horizontal zero -tan or -line, it is clear, as an
interesting result, that the complex amplitude
reflection coefficient has two real values for two

limiting optical '-thicknesses of films having large
refractive indices.

Figure (7) gives the'families of iso-pm-contours jn ,
the n3k3 plane for glass layer (n2-1.5) of optical ..
thickness n2h. According to Eq.(20), it is obvious
that the iSO-Pm-contour passes through the origin,
(0,0) when ]-L. This case cannot be achieved

practically at any finite value of Pm.
All semi-circles intersect at a point of (n3-n2'0), i.e.

the case in which the medium 3 is the same as

medium 2. In other words, any finite.iso-Pm-contour
must pass through (n2'0) point.
Each semi-circle lies partially in [n3,+k31 and
partially in [n3,-k31 plane. Since J ( L at any finite .
value of Pm' no iSO-Pm-contour can lie totally in
[n3,+k31 or [n3,-k31 plane.
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Figure 5. tan Or against {J for solid sodium,
n1 - 1, n3 •• 0.044, k3 •• 2.42.

I-V CONCLUSION

Thin transparent films on absorbing substrates have
many practical uses. They are employed, for
example, to protect metallic mirrors and to increase
their reflectivity. They may also be used to reduce
the reflectivity of a metal surface. For a non
absorbing film, the reflectance is a periodic function
of the film thickness, with a period of a half·
wavelength. The normal incidence reflectance has
two limiting values, minimum and maximum
through the period of the film thickness, when th~
substrate is made of an absorbing material. On the
other hand, the normal incidence reflectance has

either a ~inimum or a maximum value through the
same penod when the substrate is made of a
transparent material.

Figure 6. tan or against {J for massive silver,
n1 - 1, n3 - 0.2, k3 - 3.44.

As an important conclusion, for a coating film of
large refractive index, a small thickness can reduce
the minimum normal incidence reflectance to an

appreciable value, while it increases the maximum
reflectance with a small amount. Another important
investigation is that the large values of the refractive
index of the film can contribute to a real amplitude
reflection coefficient for two different thicknesses of
the film.

Families of iso-optical thickness-<:ontours are
discovered as semi-<:ircles in the complex N 3-plane.
These contours may be of particular importance in
some treatments of our special case. For example,
when the knowledge of the optical constants of the

a~s~rbing substrate is essentially required to get
mlfilmum or maximum normal incidence reflectance

with a given optical thickness of the film. This can
be done using the conditions of minimum and
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maximum reflectance mentioned above.

It's obvious, according to the shape of the iso-(3m
contour, that for the same value of the real refractive
index of the absorbing substrate, there are two
values of the extinction coefficient that contribute to
the same minimum or the same maximum normal
incidence reflectance.

--I .~)
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